Statistical analysis of cone penetration resistance of railway ballast
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Abstract. Dynamic penetrometer tests are widely used in geotechnical studies for soils characterization but their implementation tends to be difficult. The light penetrometer test is able to give information about a cone resistance useful in the field of geotechnics and recently validated as a parameter for the case of coarse granular materials. In order to characterize directly the railway ballast on track and sublayers of ballast, a huge test campaign has been carried out for more than 5 years in order to build up a database composed of 19,000 penetration tests including endoscopic video record on the French railway network. The main objective of this work is to give a first statistical analysis of cone resistance in the coarse granular layer which represents a major component of railway track: the ballast. The results show that the cone resistance \((q_d)\) increases with depth and presents strong variations corresponding to layers of different natures identified using the endoscopic records. In the first zone corresponding to the top 30cm, \((q_d)\) increases linearly with a slope of around 1MPa/cm for fresh ballast and fouled ballast. In the second zone below 30cm deep, \((q_d)\) increases more slowly with a slope of around 0,3MPa/cm and decreases below 50cm. These results show that there is no clear difference between fresh and fouled ballast. Hence, the \((q_d)\) sensitivity is important and increases with depth. The \((q_d)\) distribution for a set of tests does not follow a normal distribution. In the upper 30cm layer of ballast of track, data statistical treatment shows that train load and speed do not have any significant impact on the \((q_d)\) distribution for clean ballast; they increase by 50% the average value of \((q_d)\) for fouled ballast and increase the thickness as well. Below the 30cm upper layer, train load and speed have a clear impact on the \((q_d)\) distribution.

1 Introduction

The ballast layer is composed of coarse granular material and supports the loading of railway traffic. The design or track renewal are the most important operation in terms of cost. The characterization of the mechanical state is a fundamental work in order to optimize decision making [1,9,12]. The dynamic penetrometer test, known as Panda’s test [2,3,11], offers the opportunity to study changes in the stiffness by measuring the dynamic cone resistance \((q_d)\) at a given depth.

For more than 5 years, a huge campaign test has been realized on the French railway network using this technique. On the basis of strain energy measured at each hammer hit and the driving depth, the dynamic cone resistance is calculated. To this mechanical information is added visual information given by an endoscope camera. Thanks to the cone resistance values and the images, each layer can be identified accurately. This paper addresses some statistical analyses carried out on the database built from more than 19,000 penetration tests.

2 Analyzed data

The database has been constructed using Python programming language in order to examine statistical properties of cone resistance of railway layers based on different conditions.

2.1. The cone resistance data set

The database consists in several columns table where each line contains: cone resistance value at a given depth and several parameters related to this measure. The data set contains information on the characteristics of the railway where penetrometer test has been realized, which enables geographical, climatic factors, stratigraphy and thickness of identified layers by the endoscope, parameters related to railway type including speed and load capacity and identity of the survey. The Tab. 2.1 summarizes variables investigated in the study.

| Value of the cone resistance \(q_d\) (MPa) |
| Depth of the measure (m) |
| Thickness of the layer (m) |
| Depth of the measure (m) |
| Name of the layer |
| UIC\(^\text{c}\) class (2 to 9) |

\(^c\) It classifies railways in different groups based on their daily tonnage. The UIC class of the railway is an important factor which is discussed in more details in this article.
2.2. Filtering the data

The penetrometer test is validated when cone resistance and layers identification from the ballast to the platform are both known [8]. The database is composed of numerous tests which are a combination of mechanical investigation and visual information from endoscopic test which allow to identify the nature of material for each measurements. In some case the endoscopic investigation are not possible because the sounding conditions are not successful [5,6].

Therefore, the filtered data set used was reduced from 19,827 to 5,584 surveys, only 28% (Tab. 2.2) of the data is retained. The second step of our study will be to complete the missing data. A survey is defined in this paper as a sounding in railway track structure.

Tab. 2.2 Amount of raw data and cleaned data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Measures (value of cone resistance at a given depth)</th>
<th>Surveys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial database</td>
<td>1,836,659</td>
<td>19,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtered database</td>
<td>489,538</td>
<td>5,557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 show the scatter of the cone resistance value (q_d) versus the depth of the measure in the interlayer using the raw data and the cleaned data.

![Fig. 2.1 Scatter plot of the depth versus the cone resistance in the interlayer using raw data.](image1)

![Fig. 2.2 Scatter plot of the depth versus the cone resistance in the interlayer using filtered data.](image2)

On those figures, zero corresponds to the under sleeper level.

The distribution of the filtered data is represented in a pie chart (Fig. 2.3). This gives us a good indication about line traffic distribution which is commonly called UIC group.

![Fig. 2.3 Distribution of the filtered data by UIC groups.](image3)

The results obtained for the UIC groups 2, 7, 8 and 9 are less representative than those of the others groups (Fig. 2.3).

3 Observations

3.1. Cone resistance variation with depth

The first observation made on the filtered data concerns the variation of cone resistance with depth and the effect of the UIC group on this variation. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the variation of (q_d) with depth for each UIC group. Cone resistance values are generated by averaging the data contained in 2cm ranges.

![Fig. 3.1 (qd) variation with depth for four UIC groups.](image4)

We found that in the first zone corresponding to the first 30cm, (q_d) is increasing approximatively linearly with a slope of around 1MPa/cm [2] and seems to be independent of the UIC group. Bellow this zone, the cone resistance presents strong variations. We also found that UIC group has an impact since the highest (q_d) corresponds to the class of tonnage UIC3 (loading between 50,000 and 85,000 millions of tons) and lowest
(qd) corresponds to UIC8 (loading to 1,500 millions of tons).

### 3.2. Effect of the UIC class on cone resistance

By plotting mean values of (qd) for each UIC group and for each layer (Fig. 3.2), we validate the observation made in the previous section. The cone resistance tends to decrease with the reduction of load capacity railway, except for the clean ballast.

Besides, the statistical treatment of the data shows that train load and speed do not have any significant impact on the distribution of (qd) for clean ballast. In the fouled ballast, average value of (qd) increase by about 50% for most of UIC groups (this increase is less significant for the groups 7 and 9). The density of fouled ballast is about more than 1.5 more important of clean ballast.

![Fig. 3.2 Mean values of qd by UIC group and for each layer.](image)

### 3.3. Effect of the UIC class on layers thickness

Fig. 3.3 illustrates that the thickness of ballast (clean and fouled) is linked with the UIC group in that a trend is discernible on the boxplots: for groups above UIC6, the thickness of ballast is less important which can be explained by the mean number of years from the last track renewal.

![Fig. 3.3 Effect of the UIC group on the ballast thickness.](image)

In the same way as the dynamic cone resistance, average value of the thickness layer is plotted for each UIC group (Fig. 3.4). The interlayer thickness [10,1] is independent of the UIC group. However, the clean ballast thickness declines from the UIC group 6.

![Fig. 3.4 Mean values of thickness by UIC group and for each layer.](image)

### 3.4. Thickness layers effect on cone resistance

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the correlation between the fouled ballast and interlayer thicknesses and the cone resistance value for UIC groups we have the greater portion of data (e.g. groups 3, 4, 5 and 6). We found that no specific correlation can be observed.

![Fig. 3.5 Scatter plot of the fouled ballast and interlayer thickness versus the cone resistance value by UIC group](image)

### 3.5. Influence of the penetrometer test location on the railway

We observe the impact of the location of the penetrometer test considering two areas: the first one located on the central position between the rails and the second located under the rail and called “outside” for the following of the study. We figure out the effect of the location test on the cone resistance and the thickness of clean and fouled ballast layers. Fig. 3.6 illustrates a classical feature: fouled ballast layer thickness is more important under the sleeper and rail which support the railway traffic.

![Fig. 3.6 Influence of the penetrometer test location on the railway.](image)
Fig. 3.6 Effect of the test location on the thicknesses of clean and fouled ballasts

Fig. 3.7 Effect of the test location on the cone resistance for clean and fouled ballasts

On Fig. 3.7, we notice that statically the fouled ballast layer is important in centerline which is an important result that influences the track renewal operation in terms of fresh ballast add or effort for recycling existing material [7]

4 Conclusion

This paper has quantified the statistical properties of cone resistance of railway layers which is an important result for decision making of railway track renewal. This statistical study allows to evaluate the influence of thickness or traffic loading. The initial study carried on the filtered data reveals that cone resistance presents strong variations below 30cm deep and depends on the UIC class. Above this depth, in the clean ballast, \((q_d)\) is independent of the UIC group. The most important dependence observed between the UIC group and the thickness layers concerns the clean ballast.

This preliminary analysis gives the opportunity to predict the track settlement by using a model based on the Chicago’s density relaxation law [8] or the cone penetrometer improvements. The theoretical model was tested on experimental data and a prediction of settlement evolution with an error less than 10% was achieved.
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